
ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES

ACR Wood Grain
COLOUR GUIDE

Protect. Enhance. Outperform.



Durex® ACR – WOOD GRAIN is ideal for creating distinctive architectural features on exterior and interior wall 
surfaces and can be applied on new and existing buildings. It provides a very flat and smooth surface incorporating 
reveals and control joints, affording the designer the flexibility to replicate the appearance of wood-grain façades.

ACR Wood Grain

Printed samples represent actual finish colours as closely as possible. Colour 
appearance may vary by texture, lighting and method of application. Always 
request a textured sample before ordering.

COLOUR:

Spanish Cedar

GENTRY GREY OXFORD ASH WINTER BIRCH

ARMOIRE HICKORY RED OAK ROSEWOOD GREY



BARNBOARD BRIARWOOD DESERT MAUVE

FIR PLATINUM RATTAN TEAK NATURAL PINE

JACK PINE NORMANDY BLUE WESTCOTT OAK

HORIZON GREY ALPOLIC TEAK BURMA TEAK

ENGLISH WALNUT AFRICAN MAHOGANY CINNAMON

DARK HONEY SPANISH CEDAR HAZELNUT
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Application Guide
Ensure proper application of ACR Wood Grain

Apply Durex® ACR Smooth Coat, using a stainless steel trowel in a 
minimum of 2-coat application with the first coat allowed to harden 
and cure prior to the application of successive coats (if required).

Apply Durex® ACR  Primer Coat in 1-coat application using a brush, 
roller or spray and allow to dry.

Durex® ACR Woodgrain is applied over Durex® ACR Primer Coat 
using a roller, or brush to one panel area at a time. Do not allow to 
dry before graining process.

Immediately after the application of the Durex® ACR Wood 
Grain, using the Durex® Wood Graining Texture Trowel over the 
coated area slightly rotating the trowel in order to create the 
wood grain effect. Repeat the step, if required, until desired grain 
texture is created. Complete the wood graining texture on all 
panels and allow to dry to the touch. 

Using a fine bristle brush slightly dipped in the Durex® ACR 
Wood Grain, lightly brush over the wood grain to “blend in” the 
wood grain (take care not to apply too much coating as it will 
result in a less visible wood grain affect). Allow to completely dry.

Apply Durex® ProCoat Clear using a low pile roller or fine bristle  
brush throughout textured areas. Take care to apply in a thin 
light coat, do not over apply or allow to drip. a second coat can be 
applied if required.

NOTE: The Durex® ACR WOOD GRAIN is a high quality fine accent finish. 

Best results can only be achieved when the applications are conducted by 

trained skilled applicators. The enclosed short application procedures are 

for guideline purposes only and are not intended to be detailed instructions 

for untrained applicators. Consult with Durabond Representatives for more 

specific recommendations.

ACR SMOOTH COAT APPLICATION

ACR PRIMER APPLICATION

DUREX® WOOD GRAINING APPLICATION

CREATING THE WOOD GRAIN TEXTURE

MUTING THE WOOD GRAIN TEXTURE

DUREX® PROCOAT CLEAR APPLICATION


